Improve Your Hearing.

You might think your business
is unaffected by how well your staff —
and customers — can hear. But bad
room acoustics interfere with clear
communications. Worse, your
customers’ experience will be damaged.
You might not think you can easily,
effectively, and affordably improve your
acoustics. So you avoid it.
Change your thinking.
Our balanced, innovative
products greatly improve sound in any
room — easily, effectively, and
affordably. We improve hearing.

Simple Innovative Affordable Acoustics

Ted Weidman, ASI:
“Our conference room had so much sound bouncing around
you couldn’t understand someone talking at the other end of the
room. The panels made a big difference. Plus it’s easier to hear
videos played on the TV. Great stuff!”

• A bar or restaurant can be
uncomfortably loud.
• An open-plan office can be noisily
distracting.
• A conference room can echo
unintelligibly.
Bad acoustics will damage
employee efficiency and ruin
customer satisfaction. We’ve all heard
bad-sounding environments and
wondered why they weren’t changed.
Acoustic fixes can look impossible
to anyone who hasn’t dealt with them.
Where do you go for experienced
recommendations for effective,
affordable products?
Right here. Acoustic Geometry
has decades of experience in applying
the right solutions to improve sound
problems. We have the world’s best
room treatments and noise control
products, and we offer expert advice
to help solve your sound issues.

Silk Metal Ceiling Tile

• A too-loud restaurant remedies
noise levels with our Silk Metal
Ceiling Tile Absorbers (easy-toclean, cutting-edge technology)
in a drop-grid ceiling.
• An office is quieted by hanging our
Fabric-Wrapped Ceiling Cloud
Absorbers.
• An echoing conference room has
much better speech recognition
with our design-friendly Curve
Diffusors and Fabric-Wrapped
Absorbers.
And they all benefit from our beautiful
Acoustic Wall Art, offering sound
absorption “hidden” in stunning graphics.

We’ve helped hundreds of
businesses, from New York (we
eliminated sound complaints in
NYC’s premier event center — see
the back-cover photo), to Minnesota
(we hushed a dental office for happier
visits), to Texas (we supplied key
components for a successful recording
studio), to California (an overly-loud
bar was quieted the right amount,
retaining customer excitement).
The quality of acoustical products
you select has a direct effect on the
quality of sound reaching your staff
and customers — and we offer the
best available.
That’s how we improve your
hearing.
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Gotham Hall, New York City’s premier event center, installed 22 custom Curve Diffusors to greatly improve sound quality.
See our complete selection of innovative acoustic treatment and soundproofing products at www.AcousticGeometry.com
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